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About This Game

Liveza: Death of the Earth – a classic platformer.
A global catastrophe has literally torn our planet apart, breaking Earth into many pieces. You are the survivor that explores the
remains of our planet and investigates the anomalies that have settled upon it. You start out with only a single item: a broken
weapon that also functions as a flashlight. Along the way, as you fight off dangerous creatures, you will find useful tools that
will help you jump great distances, slow down the passage of time, or even find hidden objects that you otherwise cannot see.
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liveza death of the earth

I tried to enjoy the game, I knew it was in sell but come on! 59 cents and I still want my refund? to put it on short music and
sound effectss are very generic. bland stage by stage gameplay with upgrading helping you in nothing, no BOMBS? NO LIFES?
really was it so hard do add this?. Another fantastic entry in this series. Again, I have to give this a 10\/10 and I'm already
beyond eager for the next installment. Hopefully it's not another year away.. No news from dev since 6 month !!

Just don't buy this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game.... https:\/\/youtu.be\/1GHN4_tcfZY

Right off the bat, the controls for Freedom Poopie are floaty, which is easily the worst decision for this game overall. While
they work great in titles like the original Sonic the Hedgehog series or even the recent Super Meatboy, it feels incredibly
unnecessary here, as if as forced cosmetic aspect of the coding solely to rile the gamer up as more of a distraction than a nod to
some of the classics that often found this more a necessary evil due to limitations than a voluntary development choice. The
stage designs themselves do quickly become infuriating enough with the obstacles you need to avoid, but tacking on the
sliding\/floating mechanics of the control scheme as well makes it incredibly obnoxious to play. Sadly, that\u2019s not all that
attributes to irritation.

Aside violating the concepts of the adhesiveness of feces in the first place, having little control over your character with such
precise landing points is as irritating as the constant fart sounds that appear at every turn. Nearly everything you do in this game
is met with the sound of flatulence. Yes, it plays up the gimmick, but the sounds are simply abused to the point that even a grade
school child, or someone with the sense of humor as one, will get burnt out on them by the second or third stage. Throw in
floaty controls and frustrating level design, and everything about this game is purposely set up to be as obnoxious as possible to
test your patience, but does so in a way that quickly has you turning off the title and walking away in thirty minutes or less.

But that\u2019s still not all! There\u2019s also the random damage distribution to contend with. While enemies like the worms
dole out the kills properly, the fire seems to randomly give leniency for some reason, possibly due to coding that could use a bit
of tightening. So many times I stood directly in the path of the flame and took no damage, while doing this another time around
killed my poopie instantly. In one level you need to acquire the plunger key in front of one of these burners, but towards the
bottom of the screen with three others above it. The random damage wouldn\u2019t be a problem if you didn\u2019t need to
use levitating platforms that moved left and right in what seems like an indiscernible pattern in order to obtain that item to
progress to the next stage. It\u2019s just as unpredictable as falling down from a ledge to safety, only to find a worm in the pit
right below you where you couldn\u2019t look until it was too late to turn back or save yourself.

Visually, however, Freedom Poopie does look really good. Like many of this purposely designed rage inducing platformer style
on Steam lately, it uses the Unreal Engine 4, which really makes each stage look as vibrant as they are designed to be disgusting
given the sewar themes. There\u2019s also your choice between a steady thirty or sixty frames per second, with sixty moving
along slowly and bringing out the most detail from the new engine. You can also choose from four different graphic quality
settings, the maximum still not requiring a lot out of your system to run flawlessly.

Even the soundtrack to this game is surprisingly well done and infectious, though ultimately ruined by the constant stock farting
sound effects that hit from dying to selecting an option or level to play. The electronic performances don\u2019t quite match
the atmosphere of the game, but it does work with the high resolution and polished graphics from the aforementioned engine.
This leaves the style of music and upbeat approach of the songs feeling right at home in the dank sewers.

There are some extra things to the game to screw around with, though they are under utilized by far. One of the biggest perks is
that you get a few varieties of poop models other than the standard one. This list includes a viking, Frankenstein\u2019s monster
version, as well as a female one. The problem is that these skins are already unlocked the moment you start the game and agree
to the terms of service. This only leaves the additional collectable in each stage, which looks like a small battery or something
along those lines [I honestly have no idea what it is], though there doesn\u2019t seem to be any real reason to go out of your way
and collect them. It would have made sense to pick these up to unlock said skin models, but, whatever, at least the viking deuce
looks cool.

When it comes to playing with your own crap, Freedom Poopie does take an imaginative platformer approach that works in
theory, but fails in execution. Between the floaty controls and constant farting sound effects right in your ears, it\u2019s like
trying to get a three year old with ADHD to sit down after they had one of those giant pixy styx tubes your own parents gave
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him\/her in order to be \u201cthe bestest grandparents ever\u201d because they don\u2019t have to deal with the hyperactive
little\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665once it leaves their place. And they know that. What starts out as a legitimately
fun romp through the sewers becomes a rage fuelled migraine inducer that makes you want to shake your computer monitor like
it were the neck of that little demon spawn that won\u2019t be crashing any time soon. If you can deal with this level of
obnoxiousness, then you might find a little more joy in Freedom Poopie then most. Hopefully the developer will cut out some of
the fart effects, tighten the controls, not to mention make the controller support work with the directional pad, as that would be
a good start toward redeeming this title. There\u2019s actually a good game under all these faults, and correcting them would go
a long way in making it a far better experience overall.. I would do that for my girl.. Enjoyed this game series very much.
I normally do not play games like this, however the story was well done
and it made the game fun to play.

So hope they make more
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I like this game, people dont probably read the fact that this is a STAND ALONE PACK, so why buy it if its a pack. The trainz
standalone packs dont have surveyor.. TOO ♥♥♥♥ING HARD!!!!!! I FAILED
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 TIMES IN 10 MIN.!!!!!. the game is great
it's just alota hard even the farm, home invasion there all hard. bug report at home invasion you can look at the floor and take
"goolden skull" and the floor for that room goes away.. TL;DR - Fun game, buy it.

Review:
 - Huge selection of Disney and Pixar characters to choose from, and Power Discs are all available to use, as opposed to the
console version where you had to buy everything seperately
 - Playsets are basically mini campaigns, and each can take a couple of hours to complete
 - Toybox has many mini games and objects to use and create with, and plenty of possiblities for creative minds to shine

This game, while initially targeted at kids, can be very fun for any adult who likes playing around in a sandbox environment,
destroying things, building/playing mini games, or just likes Disney/Pixar characters.

The *only* reason not to get this game is if you prefer the Star Wars playsets or the Marvel playsets that are included in the
other versions. Otherwise, this is a great game with many hours of fun in store, especially if you are a Disney/Pixar fan.

Recommended!. I've been involved with Lifeblood since their closed alpha stages and had the unique honor of playing the game
alongside the developers. I can tell you first-hand that there's never been a more dedicated, helpful group of people developing a
battle royale game like this group. They're building and fostering a community of casual and competitive players as well as
streamers to experience something brand new!

Lifeblood puts a successful spin on the battle royale genre through its crafting and class system. Each round players start on a
floating pedestal with absolutely nothing and no sense of direction. When the game starts you're thrust into the open world to
chop down trees, skin animals, mine metals and ores, and build yourself up for your first fight. You can craft on the fly and
choose a different class every game which provides a unique experience every time you drop in. Fights are fast-paced and
makes player react to a natural "fight or flight" scenario. The developers work alongside the community to answer questions,
implement feedback, and help both new and experienced battle royale players get the best experience out of Lifeblood. There's
NOTHING more satisfying than getting your first kill and it keeps you coming back for more!

DON'T BE INTIMIDATED BY EARLY ACCESS!
While there's going to be bugs in early access games, developers are constantly online and have the ability to change things
quickly and react to community feedback. A game like this always more fun with friends, so be sure to invite your friends into
the Lifeblood Discord and pick up the game. If you're flying solo, it's always encouraged to ping people in the Discord and
there's always a large handful of people willing to jump online and play.

Enjoy!
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